**Practice Resources**

Our collection of practice resources are designed to maximize students’ proficiency in a minimal amount of time. By offering analysts a wide variety of statement types and instant feedback of their work, students will achieve a high level of efficiency and accuracy.

**Analysis Tools**

Our analysis tools and resources allow the new and experienced analyst alike, to produce submittal-quality analyses in a minimal amount of time. Investigators gain the advantage of the knowledge revealed by the analysis without the lengthy time commitment of traditional hand-produced analyses.

**Linguistic Statement Analysis Technique**

4926 St. Andrews Ct.
Loveland, CO  80537

Phone: 970-776-6236
Fax:   866-705-3883
E-mail: Sgtbshaffer@gmail.com

---

**Order Form**

**Check selections:**

- Practice Statement CD  $79
- Practice Statement Book  $79
- Web statement collection  $59
- Drag & Drop Template  $49
- Statement/Template Combo  $99
- Basic manual replacement  $45
- Quick Reference Guide  $20
- Auto-Analyses  1 year  $249
  - 2 years  $299
  - 3 year  $349

**Prices when Purchased at Class**

*within one month*

You get:
1. Practice Statement CD  (add bound version $45)
2. Drag & Drop Template
3. 3 yr: unlimited access
4. Quick Reference Guide  $199  ☐

Total  $  _________

Credit Card #  _______  _______  _______  ______
Expiration:  _____ /  ______

(Workbook shipping: $6.00)

Name & Mailing Address (if shipping required):

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________
This CD contains 70 pre-Formatted real-life statements organized by crime type. Statements range from short and easy to longer and more challenging. Each statement has its corresponding professional analysis that allows the student to receive instant feedback of their analysis.

This full-color, 235 page soft-cover, spiral-bound workbook contains the same high-quality collection of real-life statements as our CD in book form. The student analyst can analyze the statements and compare their work to the profession analysis of the statement located in the back of the book.

This web-based resource offers the student analyst a collection of 20 quality statements and corresponding analyses. The user logs onto our password-protected web-page and accesses the statement collection.

Our super-simple, time-saving click & drag template makes producing a submittal-quality analysis in a fraction of the time of a hand-produced analysis. It also allows for easy electronic storage and transmittal of analyses with only basic computer skills. Report template and instruction guide included.

Our Web-based LSAT Auto-Analysis program is the state-of-the-art technology in statement analysis. No other company offers such an easy, comprehensive analysis program. Within seconds 85-90% of all searchable signals are identified, marked and highlighted. We even provide the user with their own archive for statements. The analysis is then converted to a Word document for storage or sharing.

Our program:

- Calculates Perceived time!
- Calculates BDA ratios!
- Pronouns
- Finds Connecting phrases and Info gaps
- Signs of Sensitivity
- Communication
- People
- Times
- Crime-specific words
- Emotions and More!

**LSAT Basic Webinar Training**

The LSAT Basic Training will soon be available for online training. Our webinar format training provides the same high-quality training in 15, 45 minute sessions. Students can train at their own pace by accessing our login-protected site and following along in the 100-page workbook provided.

The Basic Webinar training is also a perfect follow up and review for students who have taken classroom training and need additional instruction to enhance their skills or develop a higher level of proficiency.

Qualifies for most states’ Continuing Education credits

**In Class Special Pricing: $125**

---

**Analysis Resources**

**Drag & Drop Analysis Template**

$49.00

**Practice Statement / Analysis Template Combination**

Maximize your potential for high success with this unbeatable value. We have combined 70 practice statements with our Click & Drag Template at a very reasonable cost. A small investment for a tremendous return.

**Statement & Template Combo**

$99.00

**NEW! Auto-Analysis Program**

Our Web-based LSAT Auto-Analysis program is the state-of-the-art technology in statement analysis. No other company offers such an easy, comprehensive analysis program. Within seconds 85-90% of all searchable signals are identified, marked and highlighted. We even provide the user with their own archive for statements. The analysis is then converted to a Word document for storage or sharing.

Our program:

- Calculates Perceived time!
- Calculates BDA ratios!
- Pronouns
- Finds Connecting phrases and Info gaps
- Signs of Sensitivity
- Communication
- People
- Times
- Crime-specific words
- Emotions and More!

---

**Student Practice Statement Resources**

**Practice Statement CD**

$79.00

**Practice Statement Workbook**

$79.00

**Practice Statement / Analysis Template**

$49.00

**Practice Statement Combo**

$99.00

---

**Web-based statement collection:**

$59.00

---

**Auto-Analysis Program Web Image**

See Order Form on back for AUTO-ANALYSIS IN-CLASS SPECIAL PRICING